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Differential interferometry using a Bose-Einstein condensate?
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Abstract. Out of a single Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC), we create two simultaneous interferometers,
as employed for the differentiation between rotations and accelerations. Our method exploits the precise
motion control of BECs combined with the precise momentum transfer by double Bragg diffraction for
interferometry. In this way, the scheme avoids the complexity of two BEC sources and can be readily
extended to a six-axis quantum inertial measurement unit.

1 Introduction
Atom interferometers have various applications in many
different fields like fundamental physics [1–6], geodesy
[7–10], and inertial sensing [11]. Exploiting cold or ultracold atomic ensembles, they serve to precisely measure
rotations [12–15], accelerations [10,16,17], and gravity gradients [18,19]. With few exceptions, most experiments
today use laser-cooled atoms. Their dominating systematic errors are connected to the motion of the atoms [10,
20,21]. The latter can be reduced by using ensembles with
a narrower momentum distribution and a well-controlled
mean velocity.
In this paper, we demonstrate a dual BEC interferometer sensitive to rotations and accelerations. Indeed,
presently the most narrow momentum distributions
are achieved by exploiting evaporated atoms or even
BECs [22–24]. The application of BECs has several advantages: (i) their small spatial wave packet extension and
expansion reduce effects stemming from the coherent
interaction with inhomogeneous light fields [21,25] creating the interferometer. (ii) They allow extending the
time the atoms spend in the interferometer. (iii) Moreover, BECs enable efficient Bragg and Raman processes
and, therefore, a high interferometric contrast in the corresponding interferometers [26,27].
These features are especially beneficial for inertial sensing with so-called Mach-Zehnder-type atom interferometers (MZI) where a wave packet is subsequently split,
?
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reflected, and recombined by interacting with three successive, retro-reflected laser pulses driving Bragg or Raman
processes [28]. At each process j = I, II or III, a phase
φj is imprinted, giving rise to the so-called laser phase
φL = φI − 2φII + φIII [29]. In leading order, the total phase
shift φ of these interferometers depends, apart from the
laser phase φL , via two contributions φa and φr on the
motion of the atoms with respect to the retro-reflector [30].
The first one stems from accelerations a according to
φa = keff · aT 2 ,

(1)

where keff = 2nk defines the momentum transferred to the
atoms due to an n-th order Bragg or Raman process, k
the corresponding wave vector and T the time between the
light pulses. The second contribution comes from rotations
Ω, and arises when the interferometer encloses an area due
to a non-vanishing mean velocity v of the atoms giving rise
to the atomic Sagnac effect [31]
φr (v) = 2keff · (Ω × v)T 2 .

(2)

These equations underline the importance of precise control of the momentum transfer keff in the interferometer
and the mean velocity v. In contrast to the acceleration
phase term, the rotation phase term also depends on the
sign of v. Hence, two atom interferometers operating with
wave packets travelling with opposite forward velocity v
can be exploited to differentiate between accelerations and
rotations by adding or subtracting the half sum of the
total interferometer phase shift φi = φa,i + φr,i (v) + φL,i
as follows
1
φa = (φ1 (v) + φ2 (−v)) , and
(3)
2
1
φr = (φ1 (v) − φ2 (−v)),
(4)
2
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where i = 1, 2 denotes the two interferometers and the
laser phase φL is assumed to be equal for both interferometers. This approach was demonstrated in the seminal
work of a gyroscope based on a dual atomic beam [32] and
was later extended to two sources delivering laser-cooled
atoms [13,14].
In our approach, we employ first-order double Bragg
diffraction to create two wave packets from a single
BEC, which separate from each other in opposite direction according to the transferred momentum of four photon recoils with a relative velocity v sep . This generates
two sources for two interferometers from a single atomic
ensemble [18,33–35]. Therefore it avoids issues connected
to multiple sources, such as uncertainties in initial velocities and positions causing systematic errors in the differential signal of the two interferometers [13,14,36]. The
two wave packets serve as the input for two simultaneously
operated Mach-Zehnder interferometers and their individual velocities ±v sep /2 are orders of magnitude larger than
their expansion rate, such that they can be well distinguished even after a short time of flight.
In our case, the half sum of the measured phases evaluates to
φa = keff · aT 2 + φL

(5)

and the half difference to
φr = 2keff ·

!
v sep
Ω×
T 2.
2

(6)

To first order, the differential phase φr is only dependent on the well controllable vector v sep , generated by
the double Bragg process, and independent of any initial velocity v0 . For the sum phase, spurious contributions associated with a non-zero initial velocity can be
reduced by the well-controlled release of the BEC, i.e. to
less than ±v0 = 60 µm/s per shot [37,38] and are therefore
neglected here. Equations (5) and (6) also imply the suppression of rotation noise in φa and of acceleration noise
in φr .

2 Dual BEC interferometer
The experimental scheme of our dual BEC interferometer is illustrated in Figure 1a. Initially, a single BEC is
created on an atom chip as detailed in [39]. The setup
produces ensembles of up to 1.5 × 104 87 Rb atoms within
15 s in the hyperfine state F = 2, mF = 2 at around
50 nK effective temperature. After creation, the BEC is
released from the trap and transferred via an adiabatic
rapid passage to the magnetic state mF = 0. The ensemble
is symmetrically split employing first-order double Bragg
diffraction in a twin lattice, i.e. two counter-propagating
optical lattices, as described in [40], with a diffraction
efficiency in the order of 95%, limited by spurious thermal background atoms and spontaneous emission. In this
way, two wave packets are created that travel with a relative velocity vsep = 4~k/m apart from each other along
the y-axis, where m denotes the atomic mass and ~ the

Fig. 1. Dual BEC interferometer. (a) A BEC released in free
fall (gravity g aligned parallel to the z-axis) is split via double
Bragg diffraction (green arrows) into two wave packets separating in y-direction with vsep = 4~k/m apart from each other.
Two Mach-Zehnder-type interferometers are formed by three
successive light pulses (red arrows), separated by intervals of
T . The light pulses induce Bragg diffraction in an optical lattice (red shaded area) retro-reflected from the atom chip at
the top. Both interferometers are sensitive to accelerations az
and rotations Ωx . The atomic densities at the output ports of
the interferometers are detected via imaging the absorption of
light propagating in x-direction and exploited to determine the
number of atoms in the ports. (b) Three exemplary absorption
images corresponding to different phases φL and, therefore,
varying populations P (φi ) in the output ports of the individual interferometers. The identical relative population for both
interferometers shows the correlation of their phases φ1,2 .

reduced Planck constant. Two Mach-Zehnder interferometers are formed by three successive first-order Bragg
processes, separated by the interval T and induced by
illuminating the BEC with an optical lattice traveling in
z-direction along the direction of gravity. The lattice is
created by retro-reflecting a Gaussian-shaped light beam
from the surface of the atom chip. The output atomic density distributions of the two interferometers are detected
via absorption imaging with a CCD camera, as illustrated
in Figure 1b for three exemplary phases φL .
We operate the dual BEC interferometer with T = 5 ms,
and record interferograms by varying φL , which determines the position of nodes and anti-nodes of the lattice driving the Bragg processes. In the absence of forces,
a stepwise increase of φL typically leads to a sinusoidal
fringe pattern. In our experiment, however, vibrational
noise randomly changes the phase of the two interferometers φ1,2 for each measurement and, hence, the sinusoidal
dependence disappears. Modulo 2π, the output phase φi
can be extracted from the normalized output population
with
P (φi ) = P0 − A · cos(φi ) =

NAi
,
NAi + NBi

(7)
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Fig. 2. Output signals P (φi ) of the two Mach-Zehnder interferometers from Figure 1a and the corresponding histograms. The
relative laser phase φL is increased in steps of 2π/14 between 0
and 2π. Vibrational noise washes out the expected sinusoidal
response (left-hand side). A histogram analysis (right-hand
side) reveals a characteristic double peak structure reflecting
the sinusoidal dependence of the interference signal on φL . The
contrast C = A/P0 , given by the amplitude A of the signal
divided by its mean P0 , is extracted from a kernel density estimation fitting routine of the distribution [43].

where NAi and NBi describe the atom numbers in the two
output ports of the i-th interferometer (Fig. 1b).

3 Analysis of the interferometer output
Due to the present phase noise, we perform a statistical
analysis in the form of histograms of the output port population [41] and calculate an Allan deviation [42] of the
differential phase φr to characterize the contrast and technical noise of our interferometer. Figure 2 shows the scattered populations P (φi ) of the two interferometers for a
step-wise increase of φL between 0 and 2π and the corresponding histogram representations. For both data sets,
a characteristic double-peak structure appears, as seen in
Figure 2 on the right-hand side. A kernel density estimation is applied to extract the amplitude A of the signal,
which scales with the efficiency of the Bragg processes [43],
and its mean P0 . This allows us to determine the individual contrast values C = A/P0 . The evaluation yields the
same value P0 for the two interferometers but two different amplitudes A, resulting in a contrast of C1 = 0.67
and C2 = 0.59, respectively. For comparison, a single MZI
in our setup with a pulse separation time of T = 0 ms
features a contrast of C = 0.84 for optimized pulse amplitudes. In this case, the contrast is limited by imperfect
preparation of the atoms into mF 6= 0 sub-states as well
as by spontaneous emission occurring during the Bragg
processes and spurious thermal background atoms.
The final separation of the wave packets in y-direction of
about 600 µm is relatively small compared to the 6.6 mm
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Fig. 3. Parametric plot of the normalised output signals P (φi )
in Figure 2 of the two interferometers illustrated in Figure 1a.
The formation of a line indicates a correlation without a significant differential phase shift. The spread of the data points
along this line is determined by the residual noise σ on the
differential signal φr . This residual noise is much smaller than
the noise on the individual interferometers.

diameter of the Gaussian interferometry beam. Consequently, we expect only minor variations of the diffraction
efficiency due to the different positions of the wave packets
within the Gaussian beam profile, and rather attribute the
observed difference to imperfections of the retro-reflection
coating of the atom chip for the optical lattice, causing
intensity fluctuations across the beam.
The relative phase of both interferometers can be visualized by a parametric plot of their signals. This results
in a so-called Lissajous curve which, in principle, can be
exploited for ellipse-specific fitting methods [44]. The linear dependence appearing in our data set (Fig. 3) indicates
that the random phase jitter is mostly common to both
interferometers, implying a negligible phase shift (modulo
2π) and low noise in the differential signal φr when compared to the sum signal φa . The standard deviation of a
linear fit, along with the mean contrast, can be related to
a differential phase noise value, which may include residual inertial phase noise, but also non-inertial noise sources
like amplitude and detection noise. This evaluation yields
a value of σ = 16.2 mrad, and implicitly assumes the
absence of a mean differential phase.
For a more thorough analysis, we calculate the phases
for each interferometer time series separately by solving
equation (7) for φi , inserting the normalized population P ,
offset P0 , and amplitude A, as determined from Figure 2.
These φi are employed to calculate the corresponding half
difference data set φr following equation (4). The Allan
deviation of φr (Fig. 4) allows to assess the temporal characteristics of the noise. This deviation yields a single-shot
phase noise equivalent of σφr = 16.4 ± 2 mrad matching
our estimation from the parametric plot within the error
bars. We, therefore, deduce that the differential interferometery suppresses contributions from vibrational accelerations and the laser phase by at least 22 dB. With these
noise estimations and equation (6) the sensitivity to rotations can be estimated to 1.7 × 10−3 rad/s per shot. After
1000 s of integration time, the Allan deviation yields a
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Fig. 4. Allan deviation of the differential phase φr of our dual
BEC interferometer with a measurement cycle time of 15 s.
The resulting starting value of σφr = 16.4 ± 2 mrad is estimating the noise per experimental cycle. The solid line depicts an
estimation of the quantum projection noise, with the shaded
area defining an uncertainty band due to the atom number
determination in the experiment. Apart from a peak at 400 s,
which matches the modulation √
frequency of the air condition,
the functional dependence of 1/ t agrees well with signal averaging in the presence of white noise.

value of σφr = 2.0 ± 1 mrad corresponding to a sensitivity of 2 × 10−4 rad/s.1 The noise in the differential signal
agrees with the estimated quantum projection noise as
depicted in Figure 4 (solid line) and given by
s
1
1
1
p
p
+
,
σqpn , φr =
2 (C1 NA1 + NB1 )2
(C2 NA2 + NB2 )2
(8)
which is an upper bound for the sensitivity of our measurement. The uncertainty in determining the atom number in
our experiment is estimated to ±50 %, which leads to an
uncertainty for σqpn,φr depicted in the form of the shaded
areas around the solid line.

4 Multi-axis operation
In our current setup, two wave packets are generated, separating along the y-axis and serving as input for two MZIs,
to measure the rotation component Ωx and the acceleration component az , as shown in Figure 1a. Employing
three perpendicular oriented optical lattices, as depicted
in Figure 5a, this scheme can be extended to a quantum
inertial measurement unit [35,45,46], successively detecting all three components of Ω and a by performing correlated interferometry. For all measurements, two wave
packets with a relative velocity v sep are generated by double Bragg diffraction. Afterwards, an optical lattice drives
single or double Bragg processes in the direction perpendicular to the respective v sep . In the directions perpendicular to gravity, a retro-reflected light beam featuring
two frequencies induces double diffraction, as shown in
1

Roughly a factor of 3 above the angular speed of the earth.
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Figures 1a, 5b and 5c along the x- and y-axis. Along gravity, the lattice has to be accelerated to drive single Bragg
diffraction and double diffraction requires an additional
light field with a third frequency component [47]. Alternatively, for the initial generation of the two wave packets
along this direction, as needed for the case in Figure 5b,
double diffraction can also be implemented right after the
release of the BEC or with a fountain sequence where
the condensate is launched to the point of nearly zero
velocity [22].
In contrast to simultaneous measurements [35], successive operation imposes fewer demands on laser power to
coherently manipulate the atoms as well as on efforts to
suppress losses due to cross-talk of the Bragg processes
along the different axes.
Imaging the population of the individual output ports
can be performed off-axis with a single CCD camera for
all three geometries. To avoid the requirement of additional optical access, illumination of the atoms for fluorescence detection can be performed along the existing
optical access used for the lattices. This in total allows
for a compact setup and extends earlier approaches based
on laser-cooled sources [11] to precisely controllable BECs
without compromises in complexity.

5 Applications in inertial sensing
Our scheme offers interesting prospects for inertial navigation and the measurement of the Earth’s rotational
components. For both applications, the sensitivity of the
dual BEC interferometer towards inertial forces can be
increased by either enlarging the pulse separation time T ,
the momentum transfer keff , or, in case of rotations, the
separation velocity vsep , as apparent from equations ((5)
and (6)). Larger momentum transfer can be realized with
successive first- or higher-order transitions [48–52] or in
combination with Bloch oscillations [53] in the form of a
twin lattice [54]. Higher velocities vsep and longer times T ,
however, require optical lattices with larger waists, and,
thus more laser power. Compared to Gaussian beams, flattop shaped profiles show the advantageous feature of a
more equal and efficient distribution of laser power over
the interferometry region [55], which benefits the scheme
presented here.
Table 1 shows the sensitivities for our current setup and
two scenarios for future applications. The lattice beam
diameter d ≥ vsep · 2T determines the maximum space–
time area of the interferometer, as illustrated by the red
shaded area in Figure 1 and the individual optical lattices in Figure 5a. This sets a limit on the product of
velocity vsep and time T , under the assumption that the
full time the two wave packets spent in the lattice beam
can be used for the interferometer and that the initial
ensemble is located in the center of this beam. Higher
velocities vsep reduce the available time T and, therefore,
allow higher repetition rates. Larger times T , on the other
hand, increase the acceleration and rotation sensitivity
quadratically.
For a quantum inertial measurement unit we consider
a flat-top beam diameter of d = 15 mm, allowing for a
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Fig. 5. Setup to measure all components of Ω and a. (a) In extension to Figure 1a, three perpendicular oriented optical
lattices in red (z-axis), green (y-axis) and orange (x-axis) are needed for the various diffraction processes. Off-axis imaging of
the atomic ensembles is shown exemplary for the geometry in Figure 1a. In order to measure Ωy and Ωz , as well as ax and
ay , we change the direction of the double Bragg process to generate two initial wave packets along the z-axis (b) or the x-axis
(c). The corresponding interferometers are formed by three successive light pulses inducing double diffraction along the x- and
y-axis respectively.
Table 1. Sensitivity limits of the dual BEC interferometer per shot based on the parameters atom number N , pulse separation
time T , contrast C, separation velocity vsep , and momentum ~keff transferred within the Mach-Zehnder sequence. The parameter
sets are constrained by the achievable space-time area of the interferometer, limited by the interferometry beam diameter d.
Next to our work, the parameters for two applications, one for navigation purposes and one for Earth rotation sensing are
presented and the related sensitivities per cycle are given.

Current setup
Navigation
Earth monitoring
a

Beam diameter
d [mm]

N

T [ms]

C

6.6a
15b
50b

1.5 × 104
1 × 105
1 × 106

5
25
125

0.64
0.50
0.50

vsep
~keff
Acceleration sensitivity
Rotation sensitivity
[~k/m] [~k] limit [m/s2 ] 1/(σqpn keff T 2 ) limit [rad/s] 1/(σqpn keff vsep T 2 )
4
32
32

2
16
96

3.1 × 10−5
7.9 × 10−8
1.7 × 10−10

1.3 × 10−3
4.2 × 10−7
8.8 × 10−10

Gaussian beam diameter 2w0 , b flat-top beam diameter

fairly compact setup. The parameter set of vsep = 32 ~k
and T = 25 ms is chosen in a way that the diameter d
roughly equals the (vertical) baseline of the interferometer
( 21 g(2T )2 ≈ 12 mm) if the geometry is aligned as shown in
Figure 1. For a contrast of C = 0.5, as reported in [54] and
a total atomic flux of N = 1 × 105 per 1.6 s demonstrated
in [56] an acceleration sensitivity on the order of 10−8 m/s2
and a rotation sensitivity of 10−7 rad/s can be achieved at
a cycle time of less than two seconds.
High-resolution Earth rotation measurements as performed by large ring laser structures [57,58], require much
higher sensitivities and, therefore, typically larger setups.
In contrast to the previous application, we assume here a
flat-top laser beam diameter of d = 50 mm, an extended
pulse separation time T = 125 ms, an improved atom number of N = 1 × 106 and an increased momentum transfer
of ~keff = 96 ~k in the interferometer. For this estimation
a suitable laser power of 10 W would correspond to a constant lattice depth of around V0 = 9 Er , in units of recoil
energy, when 90% of the total power is equally distributed
over the flat-top beam diameter. In this way, acceleration
sensitivities of the order of 10−10 m/s2 and rotation sensitivities of 10−10 rad/s seem feasible with our scheme.

6 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have presented a novel way of realizing a dual BEC interferometer exploiting double Bragg

diffraction. Out of a single BEC in free fall we create
two atomic wave packets traveling in opposite direction
with a precise relative motion. Our approach combines the
advantages of the excellent control BECs offer with a differential interferometric measurement without increasing
the complexity associated with multiple atomic sources.
It allows to perform rotation measurements in the differential phase while the sum phase is sensitive to accelerations. The measurement axes are determined by the
light field alignment and the BEC release velocity, which
can both be well controlled. Moreover, employing double
Bragg diffraction does not heat and thus preserves the
velocity distribution of the released and diffracted BEC.
With our concept, we show a route to the development
of compact quantum sensors with combined acceleration
and rotation sensitivity. Furthermore, it is straight forward to extend our scheme to a six-axis sensor employing
three perpendicular laser beams and three sequential measurements, without an increase in size or laser power nor a
reduction of the single-shot sensitivity of the atom interferometer. The simplicity of this scheme makes it suitable for the application in a quantum or hybrid inertial
measurement unit [35] and applicable to on-board deployment on aircraft or ships [9]. In a larger-scale device, our
scheme reaches sensitivities on the 10−10 rad/s level, able
to precisely monitor the Earth’s rotation and adds the
feature of an alternative method of vibration suppression
compared to butterfly-type atom interferometers [15]. The
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presented scheme is intrinsically symmetric and therefore
directly applicable in a microgravity environment [59–61]
to monitor rotation rates with suppressed environmental
acceleration noise, thus enabling high precision measurements. Overall, it highlights the applicability and versatility of BECs for inertial measurements under a variety
of different conditions.
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